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1x   SqwishLand Flipper Machine 

 
4x   Sets of Keys ( 2 sets of #1 and 2 sets of #2) 

   
1x Remote for the Screen (NOTE:REMOTE INSIDE BOX FOR SCREEN) 

   
2x   Legs 

   
1x   Front Plate 

  
1x   Back Plate 

 
2x   Locking Brackets  

 
1X Bag of Hardware (12x 10mm Bolts + 4 Screws) 

  



 
   Tools Needed 

1. 10mm + 7mm Wrench or Socket  
2.  Philips/Cross-head Screwdriver 

                     

How to Assemble 
1. Start with attaching the front plate and the back plate to the legs 

Use the 4 screws for the Front Plate for everything else in this manual use the 10mm Bolt 

      

Note: The Back plate connects to the side with the wheels  
 

2. Stand the machine up now and place the Flipper Machine right on top of the legs 

   
 



3. Now attach the 2 Locking brackets they will take up the remaining (x8) 10mm Bolts. 
To do this attach the brackets from underneath and bolt them into the Flipper Machine

     
(NOTE: Slide the Flipper into place so the locking brackets fit between the legs) 

 
 

4. Congratulations! Your new SqwishLand Flipper is now assembled!  

 

 

 



Flipper Setup Tips 
1. We recommend raising the back legs (wheel side) to help the capsules roll smoothly and to keep 

the wheels off the ground. To do this simply rotate the back pegs till they elevate the wheels off 
the ground. 

  

How the Machine Works 
1. When a customer vends a capsule, they automatically get one toy capsule.  

 
2. Another capsule enters the playfield you can now play for a chance to get a 2nd capsule. 

 



3. If the capsule lands in the goal it is vended  

    
4. However, if it drops into one of the holes the capsule is lost and drops into the capsule catch 

where it can be added back to the vend chutes.  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Opening the Flipper Machine 
1. There are two sets of keys to open the Flipper Machine 

   
SET #1 Opens the Toy Chutes and Back of the Monitor 
SET #2 Used for removing the coin mech and the cash drawer/capsule catch 

 
 
 



Filling the Flipper with Capsules  
1. Open the top section on the back using a Set of #1 Keys 

 
2. Now you can clearly see the 2 chutes for SqwishLand Capsules.  

One side is the actual vend the other side is the capsule that enters the playfield.  
Those capsules if not won end up in the capsule catch and need to be brough back up and 
dumped into these chutes.  

Emptying the Cash Drawer 
1. First remove the security bar on the bottom section of the back 

     

NOTE: THIS BOLT IS STANDARD FEEL FREE TO ADD YOUR OWN PADLOCK HERE FOR SECURITY 

2. Open the bottom section on the back using a Set of #2 Keys and locate the cash drawer 

     



3. Open the Cash Drawer and collect your coins and now you close it all up! 

 
 

Removing the Capsules from the Capsule Catch  
1. First remove the security bar on the bottom section of the back 

 
2. Open the bottom section on the back using a Set of #2 Keys 

    

NOTE: When removing be careful of pulling on any cords that may be showing here. These are 
low voltage cables for the LED’s 
      

 

 

 

 



3. Now you can remove the large capsule catch it just slides right out. 

 
4. This is the capsule catch that holds any capsules not won on the playfield you can insert 

these capsules back up to the top section with the capsule chutes 

             
 

NOTE: There are two power supplies in the top section of the machine. One is for the monitor, and one 
is for the LED’s. The machine doesn’t require power to run just to power the video and LED’s  

 

 



Removing the Coin Mech  
1. Using a Set of #2 Keys simply pop the entire coin mech and plate off with the key 

   

NOTE: Sometimes the plexiglass can be a little snug around the coin mech plate but with a little 
force it should pop right out. If its snug gently tap it with a rubber mallet to pop it back in. 
 

Installing the USB Drive for Video Content 
1. Open the top section on the back using a Set of #1 Keys 

 
 

2. Now simply plug the USB with MP4 video right into the back of the video monitor it should 
automatically begin playing the video 

 



Replacing the monitor 
1. Open the top section on the back using a Set of #1 Keys 

 
 

2. Make sure to unplug the monitor’s power supply and remove the USB drive 

 
 

3. Using a 7 mm socket wrench unscrew these 3 nuts on the front of the machine. We need to 
remove this trim because we will be pulling the monitor through the front of the machine.  

     
 

4. Using a 7 mm socket wrench unscrew these 4 nuts on the back of the monitor 

          
 



5. Note: Be careful to not pull on the metal plate to hard or you may crack the bottom plexiglass. 
 
We are not trying to remove the metal plate we only want to create enough slack to pull it 
through the front of the machine.  
 

         
 

6. Slip the new monitor in the same way and now close it all up and plug in the monitor’s power 
supply and USB Drive and we are good to go!  
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Fixing a capsule jam 
Sometimes when loading the capsules into the machine there may be a foreign piece of debris 
or a bad or damaged capsule gets put into the machine it can sometimes create a jam where the 
capsules aren’t vending properly. We need to open the front to access the situation. 
 

1. Using a 7 mm socket wrench unscrew these 3 nuts on the front of the machine.  

     
 

2. Now we can pull back on the trim leaving us enough room to remove the plexiglass.  
The plexiglass is one solid piece so lift it straight up to remove it safely 

     
 

3. Grab the playfield by the two handles  and lift it straight up.  
NOTE: The playfield is connected to a wire be careful to NOT remove it beyond the slack given.  

       



 
4. You can access the situation and see what is creating the jam. Free the jam and make sure the 

chute is clean and free of debris. 

  
 
NOTE: The playfield’s cord has enough slack so you can remove the playfield however if the 
slack is NOT pulled thru the back end the cord can create a jam of the capsules. 
 

      
 

5. Close the machine up and test that its now vending properly.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Need to order more 1” SqwishLand Capsules? 
• Call us 800-967-3048 
• Email us sjochim@brandvendingproducts.com or craigg@brandvendingproducts.com 
• Visit us online https://www.brandvendingproducts.com/ 
• Visit us in person 2610 E Mohawk Ln #120, Phoenix, AZ 85050 
• We’re here to help!  

 

mailto:sjochim@brandvendingproducts.com
mailto:craigg@brandvendingproducts.com
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